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En este trabajo, se ha investigado la influencia de la velocidad de solicitación en la fractura interlaminar en
modo I de laminados de fibra de carbono fabricados con preimpregnados de segunda (IM7/8552) y tercera
generación (IM7/M91). El estudio se ha realizado en dos rangos de veocidades, quasi-estática, entre 0.5
y 450mm/min, y dinámica entre 100 y 2000mm/s. Estos últimos se han realizado mediante una máquina
de ensayos hidráulica Gleeble 3800GTC. Los ensayos dinámicos se realizaron utilizando la metodología
WIF (wedge insert fracture) mediante la cual, un cilindro se inserta a alta velocidad entre los labios de la
probeta en doble voladizo. Dos galgas extensométricas sirven para medir la máxima deformación por flexió
de los brazos y permiten estimar la carga de apertura de la probeta con la cual inferir la energía de fractura
dinámica. Los resultados mostraron que el laminado IM7/M91 era sensible a la velocidad de solicitación
presentando un máximo de energía de fractura para 500mm/s siendo esta de más del doble de la energía
en régimen quasi-estático.
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In this work, the influence of the loading rate on the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of carbon fiber
laminates manufactured with prepregs of the second (IM7/8552) and third generation (IM7/M91) was
investigated. The study has been carried out using to loading rates ranges, namely, quasi-static between
0.5 and 450mm/min, and dynamic between 100 and 2000mm/s. The latter tests were performed using a
Gleeble 3800GTC hydraulic testing system. The dynamic tests were carried out using the WIF methodology
(wedge insert fracture) by inserting at high speed a cylinder between the arms of the specimen. Two strain
gauges were used to measure the maximum flexural deformation of the loading arms allowing the
estimation of the opening force of the specimen to infer the dynamic fracture energy. The results showed
that the IM7 / M91 laminate was sensitive to the speed of solicitation presenting a maximum value of the
fracture energy for 500mm/s being the toughness more than twice than the one measured under quasistatic conditions.
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Introduction
Delamination is one of the most common failure modes of
composite materials. It may result from imperfections in the
production process or may be caused by service life conditions,
such as impact by foreign objects. The presence of delamination
in the composite material may reduce the overall stiffness. From
here the importance to fully characterize the interlaminar
fracture toughness at high rate condition being the mechanical
properties of the matrix resin highly strain rate dependent.
Loading rates effects on composite materials has been a subject
of investigation for some time [1-9]. Particularly on mode I and
II interlaminar thoughness discrepancies in results are observed
from the available reports in the rate effect on the initiation
fracture toughness value in polymer composites. This
contradiction in the available results is due to the different
materials and experimental condition adopted by the autors.
Some researchers reported that initiation fracture toughness
increased with loading rate [4-6], while other studies contradict
these findings [7-8]. Kusaka et al. [9] claimed a stepwise-drop
of fracture toughness with increasing loading rate. On the other
hand, a few researchers reported that dynamic initiation fracture
toughness was insensitive to loading rate [10], and that the
dynamic fracture toughness was insensitive to crack
propagation speed [11]. It should be noted that most of these
conclusions were based on test data that exhibited signiﬁcant
scatter and for different material systems. However, very few
systematic studies have been carried out on the rate
dependence of modes I and II interlaminar fracture behaviour
from quasi-static to impact loading up to several tens of m·s-1,
which will be necessary for the discussion of high-speed
propagation of an unstable crack. This seems to be caused by
the difficulty to estimate the fracture toughness under impact
loading due to the influence of the inertia force both in the
specimen and measurement system. Kusaka et a1. [1,2,9]
have, therefore, spent much effort in developing experimental
methods for estimating the fracture toughness under impact
loading demonstrating that fracture toughness decreased
stepwise with increasing loading rate only in the region between
0.05 mm/min and 5 mm/min and was rate-insensitive above this
speed range.
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cured in the autoclave according to the prepreg manufacturer’s
recommended curing cycle (180 °C for 135 min, with a
heating/cooling rate of 2 °C/min). The cured thickness of the
panel was 3 mm. A 25 µm thick polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
film was inserted between the plies at the mid-plane of the panel
to introduce an artificial starter slit. A pre-crack of about 2-3 mm
was first introduced with a razor blade for the WIF test,
meanwhile for the DCB the sample was pre-cracked loading and
opening a few millimeters in order to reduce the effect of the
resin rich region at the film’s tip.

Methodology for quasi static DCB and
impact WIF test
The DCB method [12-13] which is commonly used to estimate
the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of composite
laminates, was employed for quasi-static fracture tests. Figure
1 shows the geometry of a DCB specimen, where P is the load
applied to the specimen and is the displacement of the loading
point. In these specimens, the width is =25 mm, thickness 2ℎ
=3 mm and the initial crack length was set to
= 25 mm. The
displacement rates used in the quasi-static tests were ̇ = 0.5500 mm/min.

Figure 1. Double Cantilever Beam (DCB) geometry.

DCB tests were carried out under constant cross-head speeds
with a screw-driven testing machine Instron 5966, Figure 2.

The purpose of this work is to characterize the rate dependence
of mode I interlaminar fracture behaviour in two unidirectional
UD and one plain woven carbon-fibre/epoxy composite
laminates over a wide range of loading rates from quasistatic
(displacement rate ̇ =0.5-450 mm/min) to high rate ( ̇ =1002000 mm/s). The experimental technique proposed by Kusaka
et al. [1,2,9] was employed to provide accurate measurement of
the fracture toughness under high rate.

Experimental procedure
Materials and specimen preparation
Two unidirectional UD carbon fiber reinforced polymer
laminates were studied in this work sharing the same type of
carbon fiber IM7 (Hexcel HexTow) and two different epoxy
resins, namely, Hexcel 8552 and M91. Both materials exhibited
different behavior under dynamic and impact loading. The
unidirectional panels of 12 plies, with a lay-up of [0]6s, were

Figure 2. DCB testing set up using INSTRON 5966

For the dynamic loading conditions, the WIF (wedge-insertfracture) method was applied to avoid any possible asymmetry
during dynamic loading in stantadard DCB specimens. The WIF
method was used to characterize dynamic fracture assuming
displacement rates in the range of ̇ = 100-2000 mm/s. Figure 3
shows the geometry of a WIF specimen, where and
are
the transferred force components of the load induced by the
actuator .
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where ( ) stands for the specimen compliance for a given
crack length and
is the load at the onset of fracture. The
compliance at the loading point ( ) = / is given by the
following relation Eq.2 [13]:

=

Figure 3. Wedge-Insert-Fracture (WIF) geometry.

WIF tests were carried out with a Gleeble 3800-GTC system
from which the load, , and the displacement, , under impact
loading are measured using specimens shown in Figure 4.
In the case of WIF specimens, two strain gages of 350±0.3%
were attached to the bending surface of the WIF specimen
respectively at 15 and 30 mm from the initial crack tip area. A
Data Acquisition (DAC) System QuantumX MA-840A, was used
for the data recording from the strain gauge with a data
acquisition rate of 19.2 kHz. The strain monitored was used to
estimate the opening force and, thus, to estimate the critical
energy release rate,
. It was assumed that the compressive
strain peak measured monitor the crack initiation process in the
velocity tests. To avoid parasitic oscillations of the signals, a thin
(1.5 mm) sheet of rubber nitrile was utilised for damping the
rising of the incident stress wave and then suppressing the
vibration of the specimen.

+

√

(2)

where and can be determined experimentally from the DCB
specimens by measuring the relation between the compliance
and the crack length [13]. The basic fitting results are
summarized in Table The obtained relationship was fitted
according to equation (2) yielding the values shown in Table 1.
Quasi-static tests carried out on longitudinal and transverse
tensile coupons revealed no significant strain rate dependence
in this regime so it was assumed that the calibration compliance
was independent of the loading rate according to the bulk arm
behavior.
Table 1. Fitting values for the three materials.

(N1/3mm-2/3)

Material
8552/IM7
M91/IM7

β

11.42
11.69

0.51
-0.197

Substituting Eq. 2 to Eq. 1, the energy release rate,
, can be
finally obtained by using following equation for DCB specimens:

=

(

( )

)

(3)

For the dynamic test, we assumed that the relation between the
strain gauge reading in WIF specimens, loaded under quasistatic conditions by the DCB method, can be used to estimate
the dynamic fracture toughness as

=

Figure 4. Wedge insert fracture testing setup using Gleeble 3800-GTC.

In order to achieve a better understanding of the fracture
mechanisms during the crack growth, scanning electron
microscopic fractographies of the delaminated surfaces have
been taken. The microscopic fractographies have been
performed with a with EVO MA15, Zeiss, in low vacuum mode
with a 15 kV potential and a vacuum pressure between 10 and
15 Pa.

Estimation of energy release rate
Assuming the postulates of linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM), the energy release rate
can be obtained from the
variations of the elastic energy of the system when a crack
extension a is produced. For bidimensional solids of width ,
the energy release rate can be expressed as

=

(1)

→ε=

(4)

where is the moment of inertia of the arm and
its elastic
modulus in the fiber direction. The relation between the applied
load and the deformation of the strain gauge is given by the
indirect compliance term
( ) (note that the strain is
compressive) as

=

= ( )

(5)

This term ( ) can be calibrated experimentally by loading
some DCB specimens instrumented with a strain gauge at the
crack tip and/or determined from finite element modelling.
Finally, considering the insert contact angle (see Figure 3) to
be small, the ratio of 2 / is equivalent to the compliance of a
DCB specimen. Substituting Eq. 5 into Eq.3, the estimation of
the energy release rate,
for the WIF specimen is:

=

( )

(

)

(6)

In this work, the dynamic value of
, was determined using the
maximum strain in compression of the time history of the gauges
attached to the specimen to determine the opening force .
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Results and discussion
A typical plot containing the strain gauge readings,
and ,
installed in the WIF specimen is presented in Figure 5a) for the
IM7/8552 material loaded at ̇ =2000 mm/s. The signal of the
strain gauges was first smoothed using a Savitzky-Golay filter in
order to obtain a more precise time-derivative for the
subsequent strain-rate determination, Figure 5b). The strain
raised suddenly as a consequence of the dynamic loading
reaching a peak which was attributed to the pass of the moving
crack front through the section where the strain gauges were
installed. The crack velocity obtained from the temporal distance
between the strain gauge peaks, see ∆ in Figure 5a), from each
gauge corresponded roughly with the velocity of the
displacement pin ̇ . The discrepancies could be attributed to
errors in the distance between strain gauges during the
attachment process.
Figure 6a) shows the relationship between the applied
displacement rate and the corresponding strain rate of the
loading arm measured using the WIF specimens. The results
showed a linear dependence on the displacement rate. Once
the strain rate and the maximum peak is determined for each
of the testing conditions, the interlaminar fracture toughness can
be determined for both type of materials, Figure 6b).
As in the quasi-static test, IM7/M91 was tougher than IM7/8552
so, for the same nominal geometry, the corresponding critical
strain
at the onset of crack propagation is considerably
higher. The interlaminar fracture toughness of the IM7/8552
material followed the same trends observed in the quasi-static
tests with average values in the order of 300J/m2.

Figure 6. a) Strain rate computed from the strain gauge signals in
IM//8552 and IM7/M91 materials, b) Interlaminar fracture toughness as
a function of the strain rate.

Fracture mechanisms
The fracture surfaces of the tested DCB and WIF specimens
were first visualized using the scanning electron microscope.
The results were gathered in Figure 7 for both materials, and
three displacement rates of ̇ = 0,5; 500 and 2000 mm/s. In the
case of the IM7/8552 material, the fracture surface was totally
flat irrespective to the displacement rate with some evidences of
fiber/matrix interface fracture and fiber bridging. However, the
appearance of the fracture surfaces of the IM7/M91 laminates
were totally different. In this case, the fracture surface included
some strips following the fiber direction containing evidence of
ductile fracture propagating through the interleave material
while the remaining surfaces were very similar to those
observed in the IM7/8552. The most plausible fracture
mechanism could be attributed to crack migration from the
interleaved region into the fiber ply.

Figure 5. a) Strain evolution for the pair of gauges installed at 15 and
30mm from the initial crack tip in a WIF test carried out in 8552/IM7
laminate, b) Strain rate corresponding with the numerical derivative of
the strain signals.

However, IM7/M91 toughness presented a continuous increase
up to the maximum value of 577±50J/m2 for ̇ =500 mm/s which
is almost the double than under quasi-static conditions. This
increase in the interlaminar toughness of the IM7/M91 was not
detected in the IM7/8552 one. Remarkably, the peak of
toughness observed for IM7/M91 laminates did not occur for the
maximum displacement rate but an intermediate one. Even in
this case, the toughness obtained for ̇ =2000mm/s was
440±33J/m2 which is~50% higher than the quasi-static value.

Figure 7. Fracture surface of the DCB and WIF specimens of
IM7/8552 and IM7/M91 laminates at different displacement rates.
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Conclusions
DCB and WIF specimens of IM7/8552 and IM7/M91 composite
panels were prepared for characterization of the mode I fracture
toughness under dynamic conditions. Quasi-static loading
conditions were also imposed in DCB specimens using an
electromechanical testing frame using arm loading speeds
̇ ranging from 0.5 to 450 mm/min. In the case of dynamic
loading, a Gleeble 3800-GTC thermal-mechanical system was
used instead which allowed to impose loading speeds between
̇ = 100 to 2000 mm/s. DCB tests were used to characterize the
fracture toughness for quasi-static conditions as well as the
calibration curve for the specimen compliance required for the
data reduction method used. WIF specimens were instrumented
with two strain gauges installed far from the crack tip. The
evolution of the strain was captured and the maximum value in
compression was used to infer the corresponding toughness
under dynamic conditions. In addition, the maximum strain rate
determined from the gauge signals was used to compare WIF
and DCB tests under the same conditions (same abscissa axis).
The results revealed no rate dependence behavior in mode I for
the IM7/8552 while the IM7/M91 showed higher values at high
rate with a maximum peak at 500 mm/s. The fracture surface of
IM7/M91 laminates exhibited different regions corresponding to
the ductile tearing of the interleaved region probably triggered
by particle debonding while in the remaining surface fiber
bridging and breakage were evident.
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